### Priority | Goal | Strategy
--- | --- | ---
1 | That St Martin’s espouses Gospel values and teaches all in our community about the life and mission of Jesus | ![Strategic Renewal Goals 2011](image)
2 | That quality, lifelong teaching and learning are hallmarks of St Martin’s school | ![Strategic Renewal Goals 2011](image)
3 | That students are supported nurtured and guided on how they can build relationships and confidence in themselves | ![Strategic Renewal Goals 2011](image)
4 | That staff feel supported in their mission in Catholic Education | ![Strategic Renewal Goals 2011](image)
5 | That positive partnerships and relationships are nurtured and developed within the community | ![Strategic Renewal Goals 2011](image)
6 | The Information, Communication & Learning Technology permeates the school as a vital learning instrument which develops skills for life | ![Strategic Renewal Goals 2011](image)
7 | That the administration of the school resources is aligned to the school vision and is equitable and just | ![Strategic Renewal Goals 2011](image)
8 | That a process of quality assurance and renewal is ongoing and accountable | ![Strategic Renewal Goals 2011](image)